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Recent years have shown an explosion of interest in using computers for language teaching and learning. A
decade ago, the use of computers in the language classroom was of concern only to a small number of
specialists. However, with the advent of multimedia computing and the Internet, the role of computers in
language instruction has now become an important issue confronting large numbers of language teachers
throughout the world.
This article will provide an overview of current teaching practices and research related to the uses of
computers in the language classroom. It will be divided into four main parts: (1) a brief history of computerassisted language learning (CALL), (2) a survey of current practices and research, (3) a prospectus toward
the 21st century, and (4) a list of resources for further information.
The History of CALL
Computers have been used for language teaching since the 1960s. This 30+ year history can be roughly
divided into three main stages: behavioristic CALL, communicative CALL, and integrative CALL. Each
stage corresponds to a certain level of technology as well as a certain pedagogical approach.
Behavioristic CALL, conceived in the 1950s and implemented in the 1960s and 1970s, could be considered a
sub-component of the broader ﬁeld of computer-assisted instruction. Informed by the behaviorist learning
model, this mode of CALL featured repetitive language drills, referred to as drill-and-practice (or,
pejoratively, as "drill-and-kill"). In this paradigm, especially popular in the United States, the computer was
viewed as a mechanical tutor which never grew tired or judgmental and allowed students to work at an
individual pace. Though behaviorist CALL eventually gravitated to the personal computer, it was ﬁrst
designed and implemented in the era of the mainframe. The best-known tutorial system, PLATO, ran on its
own special hardware consisting of a central computer and terminals and featured extensive drills,
grammatical explanations, and translation tests at various intervals (Ahmad, Corbett, Rogers, & Sussex,
1985).
The next stage, communicative CALL, emerged in the late 1970s and early 1980s, at the same time that
behavioristic approaches to language teaching were being rejected at both the theoretical and pedagogical
level, and when new personal computers were creating greater possibilities for individual work. Proponents
of communicative CALL stressed that computer-based activities should focus more on using forms than on
the forms themselves, teach grammar implicitly rather than implicitly, allow and encourage students to
generate original utterances rather than just manipulate prefabricated language, and use the target language
predominantly or even exclusively (Jones & Fortescue, 1987; Phillips, 1987; Underwood, 1984).
Communicative CALL corresponded to cognitive theories which stressed that learning was a process of
discovery, expression, and development. Popular CALL software developed in this period included text
reconstruction programs (which allowed students working alone or in groups to rearrange words and texts to
discover patterns of language and meaning) and simulations (which stimulated discussion and discovery
among students working in pairs or groups). For many proponents of communicative CALL, the focus was
not so much on what students did with the machine, but rather what they with each other while working at
the computer.

Though communicative CALL was seen as an advance over behavioristic CALL, it too began to come under
criticism. By the late 1980s and early 1990s, critics pointed out that the computer was still being used in an
ad hoc and disconnected fashion and thus "ﬁnds itself making a greater contribution to marginal rather than
central elements" of the language learning process (Kenning & Kenning, 1990, p. 90). This corresponded to a
broader reassessment of communicative language teaching theory and practice. Many teachers were moving
away from a cognitive view of communicative teaching to a more social or socio-cognitive view, which
placed greater emphasis on language use in authentic social contexts. Task-based, project-based, and contentbased approaches all sought to integrate learners in authentic environments, and also to integrate the various
skills of language learning and use. This led to a new perspective on technology and language learning,
which has been termed integrative CALL (Warschauer, 1996b), a perspective which seeks both to integrate
various skills (e.g., listening, speaking, reading, and writing) and also integrate technology more fully into
the language learning process. In integrative approaches, students learn to use a variety of technological tools
as an ongoing process of language learning and use, rather than visiting the computer lab on a once a week
basis for isolated exercises (whether the exercises be behavioristic or communicative).
If the mainframe was the technology of behavioristic CALL, and the PC the technology of communicative
CALL, the multimedia networked computer is the technology of integrative CALL. The multimedia
networked computer--with a range of informational, communicative, and publishing tools now potentially at
the ﬁngertips of every student--provides not only the possibilities for much more integrated uses of
technology, but also the imperative for such use, as learning to read, write, and communicate via computer
has become an essential feature of modern life in the developed world.
Many of the changes in CALL paradigms ﬂow from economic and social changes. The shift to global
information-based economies has meant a dramatic increase in the need to deal with large amounts of
information and to communicate across languages and cultures. Memorization is less important in this
information-rich time than effective search strategies, and students need the ability to respond and adapt to
changes rather than training in a single way to approach a task. Teacher roles have also changed with the
times. Teachers are rarely the sole source of language information in these days of global interconnectedness,
and the literary corpus that may have been the basis of their foreign language training is not the only body of
knowledge worth learning. The assumption from cognitive theory is that teachers do not pour information
from their store into the heads of waiting and willing students, but that students actively interpret and
organize the information they are given, ﬁtting it into prior knowledge or revising prior knowledge in the
light of what they have learned (Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Dole, et al., 1991). As a result of all these
changes, the teacher has become a facilitator of learning rather than the font of wisdom, and will ﬁnd, select,
and offer information in a variety of ways on the basis of what their students must learn in order to meet
diverse needs.
Having and manipulating language data in multiple media provides learners with the raw material they can
use to re-create the language for themselves, using their own organizing schemes. Activities that encourage
students to explore and be creators of language rather than passive recipients of it further the idea of the
learner as an active participant in learning (Brown, 1991). While both teachers and learners see some utility
in basic language drills, such as of irregular verb forms, repetitive practice only ﬁts into a small part of
language learning when the goal is communication in the target language.
As facilitators, teachers must in many ways know more than they would as directive givers of information.
Facilitators must be aware of a variety of material available for improving students' language skill, not just
one or two texts. They also need to know how to teach learners to use the material effectively. Teachers as
facilitators have to be able to respond to the needs that students have, not just what has been set up ahead of
time based on a curriculum developer's idea of who will be in the classroom. Teacher training is a key
element to success in this more ﬂexible language classroom, so that teachers can use multimedia and other
resources effectively.
Current Practices and Research
The three stages mentioned above do not fall into neatly contained timelines. As each new stage has
emerged, previous stages continue. Current uses of computers in the language classroom correspond to all
three of the paradigms mentioned above. We will begin this examination by looking at the teaching practices

and research on the use of stand-alone CALL software programs. We will then analyze practices and research
on the uses of the Internet in language learning and teaching.
CALLSoftware
One of the reasons that administrators buy software is with the thought of providing an integrated teaching
solution--something that will
(1) provide realistic, native-speaker models of the language in a variety of media
(2) offer a language learning curriculum
(3) do a needs assessment
(4) determine the best next step for the learner and provide practice with that skill area
(5) record what the student has done, along with an evaluation
(6) be available at any hour and require no additional pay or beneﬁts
A number of high-end packages have been designed to come as close as possible to meeting those needs in
terms of English language teaching. These include CALI's Ellis, DynEd's Dynamic English, Berlitz's English
Discoveries, Jostens' English Language Development and STEPS, and Hartley's Project Star. ESL 2000 from
HRB Systems incorporates software from some of these and other vendors into a comprehensive system that
includes management software. What distinguishes these from many other multimedia programs is that they
include a curriculum, not just distinct elements for practice. The quality of the curriculum and its relevance to
the target learners is a matter for each institution to determine, since each of the packages is designed with a
somewhat different group of learners in mind. Some, like the Jostens and Hartley products, are made for a
North American English as a Second Language audience; others, such as the CALI and DynEd offerings, are
geared more toward an English as a Foreign Language setting.
Another similarity in these high-cost products is their relative immutability. There is little or no provision for
teacher-customized content. After all, it would be difﬁcult to incorporate teacher-generated lessons into a
ﬁxed curriculum. Some of the programs have teacher's guides and suggest ways to incorporate the lessons
into a regular classroom, but the assumption is that students will tend to work through the computer-based
curriculum independently of what goes on in the classroom. The most stand-alone of these also tend to be the
least open-ended in the activities they provide; a human teacher is needed to evaluate free responses, where
they occur.
A number of software programs offer practice in a variety of skills, but without extensive management
systems or prescriptive curricula. Most expect the learner, often with the help of a teacher, to decide what
skills to work on and what media to use. These can range from comprehensive to limited, very expensive to
quite affordable. On the high end for English language teaching are programs like Davidson's English
Express and Story Club and American Language Academy's ALA Lab System. The Davidson products in
particular offer an extensive teachers' manuals to help teachers incorporate the software into their classrooms.
In the intermediate price range and with more limited but still extensive content are MacEnglish from DynEd
and MacESL from Hacienda La Puente Adult Education for English language teaching, and The Learning
Company's Learn to Speak series and Syracuse Language System's Spanish/French Your Way for multimedia
language instruction in a variety of languages. Most of these products have some sort of record-keeping,
though not as extensive as that of the more expensive systems.
Where the computer is not seen as a substitute for a teacher, schools may purchase smaller, more limited, but
more ﬂexible software that individual teachers will use as an add-on to instruction or that will be placed in
libraries as language references and resources. Language teachers have been especially blessed in this
category of software, with hundreds of programs available. The beneﬁts of adding a computer component to
language instruction are many, and include
(1) multimodal practice with feedback

(2) individualization in a large class
(3) pair and small group work on projects, either collaboratively or competitively
(4) the fun factor
(5) variety in the resources available and learning styles used
(6) exploratory learning with large amounts of language data
(7) real-life skill-building in computer use
One of the great beneﬁts of the growth of multimedia is that software vendors (and language teachers) no
longer feel bound to grammar practice as the main goal of computer use in the language classroom. While
the process has taken longer in the foreign language arena than in English language teaching, the movement
toward communicative teaching with computers is clearly taking place. There are still a great many grammar
and vocabulary drill programs available, but at least the vocabulary ones have started to be contextualized
and to incorporate graphics, audio recording and playback, and video. Drills do have a place in language
learning, particularly in the ﬁrst stages of vocabulary acquisition where giving the same information in
multiple modes, such as visual plus aural plus textual, enhances recognition and recall. More sophisticated
error-checking can provide students real help in the feedback they receive, directing them to further practice
or moving them to the next stage. Those who do need extra help with those aspects of language that improve
with practice can use small, focused programs to give them additional time and assistance outside of regular
class time.
Pronunciation work in particular has beneﬁted from multimedia. Most pronunciation programs now
incorporate some sort of voice recording and playback to let students compare their recording with a model.
Many of the English pronunciation programs, such as Ellis Master Pronunciation from CALI, American
Accent Program from Ford Language Institute, and American SpeechSounds from Speech Communication,
have video clips and animations of the mouth making speciﬁc sounds. Some vocabulary programs, such as
Practice Makes Perfect and Vocabulary Builder from The Learning Company, See It, Hear It, Say It! from
Courseware Publishing International, and Triple Play Plus from Syracuse Language Systems, use speech
recognition technology to help students see how close they've come to the target pronunciation in several
languages. A few programs, such as SpeechViewer from IBM and VideoVoice from MicroVideo, let students
try to make the graphical representations of their speech overlap a teacher-recorded template. These visual
cues work in conjunction with aural cues to provide sophisticated feedback.
Most drills now include games, as well, using the power of the computer and competition for or a
collaboration toward a goal--the fun factor--to motivate language learning. Notable among the drill-as-game
are Blackbelt Japanese from Educorp; English, French, Spanish, and German versions of Hangman
(Hangman, La Guillotine, La Corrida de Toros, and Apfelschuss) from Gessler; Matchmaster from Wida; and
Word Attack! from Davidson. These programs provide a varying amount of instruction along with the games,
but all expect the teacher to do most of the work in introducing the concepts that students will practice.
Games and the fun factor are not only for drills. A large panel in the tapestry of language learning software is
made up of programs designed for collaborative work, where the language that takes place in the pair or
small group of students in front of the computer is as if not more important than the language on the
computer screen. Early examples of this are Chris Jones's Kingdom and Fast Food, text-based simulations of
staying in power and making money on a food booth, respectively. The computer served as the dice-roller,
deciding whether natural disasters or scarce supplies would occur to affect the results of the decisions the
students had made. A multimedia version of the same type of program is found in the Carmen Sandiego
series from Broderbund and Who Is Oscar Lake? from Gessler, available in a variety of languages. Traci Talk
from Courseware Publishing International has added a speech recognition element to the multimedia mystery
story it provides, encouraging students to speak to the computer as well as to each other. One of the most
sophisticated simulations is A la Rencontre de Philippe from Yale University Press. This interactive video
program has the learner help Philippe ﬁnd an apartment by reading ads, listening to answering machines,
looking at maps, and using a wide variety of authentic resources in French. The high quality of the video in
this program is in part due to its use of videodisc, so the pictures can be larger and clearer than digitized

video would provide. Dunkel (1991) and Crookall, et al. (1990) describe in detail some of the many
advantages of using simulations for language learning.
Collaboration and competition can be built into almost any type of language learning activity, on and off the
computer. The classic strip story, where each student adds a sentence to that of the immediately-preceding
student without seeing anyone else's sentences, can take an electronic turn with any word-processor that
includes the facility for hiding text. Text reconstruction programs such as cloze activities and sentence
jumbles or crossword puzzles will become less frustrating and more satisfying when students are
collaborating to ﬁnd the missing words; their partnership against the machine motivates them to keep trying.
Even drills are more interesting when students can discuss their answers and try to ﬁgure out their mistakes.
As the title of an article by Chris Jones (1986) so aptly states, "It's not so much the program, more what you
do with it." While software can build in a great deal of language data and many possibilities for learning, the
teacher has a very important role to play in furthering language acquisition by encouraging productive
strategies at the computer.
Although much of what is done at the computer can be done in other ways, some activities are far more
productive with the resources that the computer can bring to bear. Text reconstruction is a good example. A
teacher can create a sentence jumble by cutting up pieces of paper, but programs such as NewReader from
Hyperbole can do it painlessly. With a paper cloze, students who get stuck on a word have to give up
completely and look at the whole text (or ask the teacher individually for a speciﬁc answer); on the computer,
they can get a letter or word as a hint and go on. Both NewReader from Hyperbole and Text Tanglers from
Research Design Associates can create a variety of text reconstruction activities for a plain-text wordprocessed document, greatly expanding any classroom reading that the teacher has prepared.
Crossword and word search puzzles are examples of activities that take a great deal of time to prepare by
hand, but very little time to do on the computer. The teacher types in a series of words, and the machine
formats them appropriately. With a crossword puzzle, the teacher is then prompted for each clue, and the
machine formats the whole crossword with clues on the page to be worked on the computer or printed out.
Because the process is easy, students can create crosswords for each other. A program like Crossword
Creator from Centron adds a thesaurus, making it even easier for students and teachers to formulate clues.
The writing process is another area where computers have added a great deal of value. Some programs, such
as IdeaFisher from IdeaFisher Systems and Inspiration from Inspiration Software, help students in the prewriting stage to generate and outline ideas. Most word-processors now come with spelling checkers, giving
weak spellers some help in ﬁnding their errors and recognizing the correct spelling from a list of options.
Dictionaries, both translating ones like the Collins On-Line Dictionaries from Harper/Collins and
monolingual ones like Softkey's American Heritage Dictionary from Softkey, the Longman Dictionary , and
the Oxford English Dictionary for English, and Gessler's Key into French/German/Spanish for those
languages, can run in the background and be accessed with a keystroke. Many dictionaries incorporate some
grammar help, and some, like the Longman Multimedia Dictionary, have sound and video clips to help
learners recognize a word when it's spoken and put it into context. For beginning literacy students, Hartley's
My Words and Teacher Support Software's Language Experience Recorder, as well as a number of wordprocessors, have text-to-speech capability. The quality of text-to-speech software has improved dramatically
over time, but the speech is still not particularly natural-sounding. For accurate translation into speech, the
computer also generally needs to be running the appropriate language-speciﬁc operating system.
Computers are very good at storing, manipulating, and retrieving large amounts of information, making them
particularly useful in the area of "data-driven learning." This concept, popularized by Tim Johns, refers to
giving students large quantities of language data and the tools to examine it. Students can then build their
own explanations of how language works. Having discovered the linguistic rules themselves, students are
more likely to remember and use them. Where a teacher may be able to come up on the spur of the moment
with a few sentences showing, for example, the use of the past perfect, a concordance program such as
Oxford's MicroConcord, Longman's Longman Mini-Concordancer, and Athelstan's Monoconc for Windows
could generate hundreds from a large quantity of source text (a "textbase"). Corcordancers, programs that
scan large quantities of text for speciﬁed words or phrases and present the target words or phrases with a bit
of context, have moved gradually from the realm of Biblical and linguistic research into the language
classroom. Intermediate and advanced students can use the concordancer themselves to research the usage of
a particular word or grammatical structure, while teachers of beginning students can look through the

concordancer's results to select appropriate examples for use in class. Domain-speciﬁc textbases can be
compared to show how usage can change, depending on the setting. Current computers with the processing
power to work quickly through thousands of words have made classroom use of concordancers practical.
A related way of examining usage, also using a large textbase, is in ﬁnding collocations for words--the words
most likely to occur in conjunction with or quite close to a target word. For example, common collocations of
the word "charge" would be "in" (in charge) and "take" (take charge), as well as "of" (charge of) and "with"
(charge with). Students could also see that "ofﬁce chair" was a possibility, but not "chair ofﬁce." Adam and
Eve from Oxford University Press ﬁnds collocations and helps teachers create different kinds of exercises
from a textbase.
A somewhat serendipitous effect of using multimedia, the Internet, and collaborative tasks in language
learning is the real-world beneﬁt to students of becoming more sophisticated in using computers and more
experienced with a group approach to projects. Computer use is taken for granted in modern companies, and
more and more businesses feel the need for an Internet presence, especially as they grow larger. Schools of
business in the US now routinely have students work in groups on case studies and other problems to prepare
them for the team approach required of executives in many businesses. Collaborative language learning with
computers ﬁts right into this real-world model.
Research on Software-Based Learning Activities
Research on the effectiveness of new technologies in education, including the use of computers in language
teaching, has been an ongoing process. A graduate student who set out to show the effectiveness of books in
the classroom would quickly be counseled to reﬁne the topic in order to make it meaningful, and the same
advice would be given to someone trying to measure computer effectiveness in the classroom. Chapelle and
Jamieson have long suggested that research on computers incorporate the areas known to be relevant in
language acquisition (1986, 1989, 1991; and Chapelle, 1990 and 1995), such as learner ﬁeld
dependence/independence and learning strategies. With the rapid changes in computer technology, too,
zeroing in on whether and in what ways computers can be used to enhance learning has been aiming at a
moving target. Research on student behavior at text-based DOS or Apple II computers, for example, may
have little relevance to what students do at multimedia machines with graphical interfaces. As both teachers
and students become more familiar with the technology, they respond to it in different ways.
Still, research can give some insight into how technology can and should be used, even if there are no
deﬁnitive answers. The changes or lack thereof over time in what teachers and students do with and think
about technology provide a perspective in viewing the role of computers in education, and maybe even some
ideas about activities that motivate students and encourage learning. Proof is elusive, but as more research is
performed, we come closer to having a sense of the role that technology can and should play.
Some of the major areas of software-related research in CALL have been the amount and types of interaction
at the computer; effects of skill-building software, particularly writing; responses to multimedia; and
attitudes toward computers and CALL. Basena and Jamieson provide an excellent overview of recent
research (1996) and an annotated bibliography of ESL CALL research (1996/1997). Basena and Jamieson
point out that while the proliferation of studies is a "healthy trend for a growing ﬁeld," (1996: 19), there is no
clear research agenda for the ﬁeld as a whole and that the wide variation in designs and measures "do not
lend themselves to reproduction or generalizability" (p.19). Other excellent bibliographies are online: a brief
annotated bibliography by Ridwan Sedgwick (1997), Sharp and Liu's 1990-1997 annotated bibliography,
John Higgins's (1997) overview of the literature, and Athelstan's (1997) 1300-item bibliography.
The question of how students interact at and with the computer has been addressed in a number of studies,
with Piper's (1986) one of the earliest. In her study, as in many others later (cf. Abraham & Liou, 1985; Levy
& Hinckfuss, 1990; Dziombak, 1991; Murillo, 1991; Dudley, 1995; Pujol, 1995/96; Meskill, 1993), the type
of software and the tasks teachers set for students had a large effect on the type and quality of student
interaction with each other when working in pairs or small groups. Overall, software that requires a
minimum of verbal interaction generates very little, while having students write a joint report or otherwise
produce something collaboratively results in a substantial amount of interaction.
Research on speciﬁc skills other than writing has tended to focus on student attitudes toward drills and
effectiveness of drills (Schaeffer, 1981; Abraham, 1985; Kleinmann, 1987; Robinson, 1989; Dalgish, 1991;

Al-Juhani, 1992, Botiono, 1992; Evans, 1993; Van der Linden, 1993; Wang, 1993). The results have been
mixed, largely because the types of software, teacher roles, and student tasks have been quite diverse. A
recent exception to the focus on drills is Hsu et al. (1993), who looked at what students did in an exploratory
environment. Other non-empirical research has described the use of concordancers (Tribble, 1990; Tribble &
Jones, 1990; Johns & King, 1991) as a tool for exploration of vocabulary and grammar. One skill area where
research is just beginning is listening, probably because sound-capable computers were not in widespread use
until fairly recently.
Research on writing has traditionally explored how students felt about and performed with word-processors.
Daiute's (1985) Writing and Computers, while not empirical research, set the stage for much of what teachers
did with writing in the classroom, in the language arts as well as in foreign language teaching. Studies by
Neu and Scarcella (1991) and Phinney (1991) found that students had positive attitudes toward writing with
computers and less apprehension about writing, respectively. Thaipakdee (1992) found better attitudes
toward writing and computers corresponded with better writing. Writing now includes research on e-mail
correspondence as a way of improving motivation and writing skills. The broad area of writing with
computers is often referred to as "computer mediated communication," and it has its own journals, including
the Computer Mediated Communication Magazine and the online Journal of Computer Mediated
Communication (http://jcmc.huji.ac.il/), as well as the more established Computers and Composition.
Chen (1997) points out an interesting result in her study on the use of a grammar checker speciﬁcally
designed to help Taiwanese students with their writing. She found that students who got computerized error
feedback did more editing and improved their writing, but those who received more detailed and
personalized error feedback improved their writing more than those who received only generalized feedback.
This ﬁts with work done by Johanesen and Tennyson (1983) in the general area of feedback.
Interactive video research gave some of the ﬁrst results about multimedia effectiveness in language teaching.
Verano's (1989) study of interactive video for Spanish teaching, for example, found that the more interactive
the video work, the more students retained. de Felix et al. (1990) also had favorable results, showing that
ESL students in a fourth grade class were motivated by the use of interactive videodisc. Liu (1992) found
that computer-based hypermedia enhanced vocabulary learning, while Engelsberg (1997) had mixed results
from a multimedia program. In Englesberg's study, students enjoyed the multimedia courseware a great deal
for the ﬁrst ﬁve weeks of the term but became increasingly dissatisﬁed and did not perform as well as time
went on. Here, as in other areas of effectiveness research, the variables are complex.
Some questions regarding student attitudes toward computers seem to be part of most studies, including
many of those cited here. Students tend to like using computers, even when they may not make much
progress (Stenson et al., 1992)--and when they may feel that computers do not necessarily improve their
language learning (Schcolnik et al., 1995/96). Given the number of variables associated with language
learning and the difﬁculty in controlling those variables, particularly in a second language learning setting, it
is not surprising that those who design studies prefer to research the easier area of student attitude. Teacher
responses to computer use is also mixed; for example, Walker (1994) describes teacher attitudes to the
introduction of CALL in Saudi Arabia as generally positive, but with hesitation on the part of some teachers
about turning over control to students.
At this point, what is most clear as a result of research is that students tend to enjoy using computers, and that
we need much more work to identify the factors involved in using software effectively for language teaching.
Teachers will continue to reﬁne their techniques with CALL over time and, it is hoped, continue to contribute
to research being done in the area.
The Internet
It is the rise of computer-mediated communication and the Internet, more than anything else, which has
reshaped the uses of computers for language learning at the end of the 20th century. With the advent of the
Internet, the computer--both in society and in the classroom--has been transformed from a tool for
information processing and display to a tool for information processing and communication. For the ﬁrst
time, learners of a language can now communicate inexpensively and quickly with other learners or speakers
of the target language all over the world. This communication can be either synchronous (with all users
logged on and chatting at the same time) or asynchronous (with a delayed message system such as electronic
mail). Finally, with the World Wide Web, learners of many languages have access to an unprecedented

amount of authentic target-language information, as well as possibilities to publish and distribute their own
multimedia information for an international audience. We will examine each of these aspects in turn:
synchronous communication, asynchronous communication, and the World Wide Web.
Synchronous Communication
Synchronous or "real-time" communication can be accomplished either using special software programs for
local area networks, such as Daedalus Interchange by Daedalus Inc. or CommonSpace by Sixth Floor Media,
or via the Internet, using a variety of chat media such as MOOs (technically, "Multi-user domains Object
Oriented" ), Internet Relay Chat, or Web chat programs.
Computer-assisted discussion over local area networks has been especially popular in the United States, in
foreign language, ESL, and English composition classes. During synchronous computer-assisted discussion,
each student sits at an individual computer. With programs such as Daedalus Interchange, the screen is
divided into two parts. Students compose their messages on the bottom half of the screen. After hitting the
send, the message appears almost instantly on the top half of the all the other computers in the class. The
messages are listed in chronological order, with easy scrolling for re-examining previous messages. Such
discussion can be carried out among the whole class or among smaller specialized conferences.
Research on the use of computer-assisted discussion for language teaching has focused on the questions of
participation, language use, and writing improvement. Numerous studies have found that computer-assisted
discussion features participation which is dramatically more balanced than face-to-face discussion, with far
less domination either by the teacher or by particularly vocal students (Chun, 1994; Kelm, 1992; Kern, 1995;
Sullivan & Pratt, 1996; Warschauer, 1996a). This is likely due to the fact that everyone can "speak" at once,
without having to seize the ﬂoor.
The language used in computer-assisted discussion has been shown to be more lexically and syntactically
complex than in face-to face discussion (Warschauer, 1996a). This is likely due to the written nature of
computer-mediated communication, which allows more planning time than oral communication and adopts
more written syntactical features. For whatever reasons, computer-mediated discussion seems to be a good
vehicle for helping students push their language to greater levels of complexity. Printed transcripts of
computer-mediated discussions can also be used later for grammatical analysis or lessons (Kelm, 1992;
Kelm, 1995). Finally, there has been at least one study that claims that semester-long participation in
computer-assisted discussion was more beneﬁcial to the development of student writing than was
participation in oral discussion (Sullivan & Pratt, 1996).
For these reasons, many teachers of general language classes have found computer-assisted discussion
advantageous on an occasional basis as a supplement to oral discussion. Writing teachers have used it on a
more frequent basis, even daily.
Synchronous communication at a distance can be carried out via MOOs, Internet Relay Chat, or Web-based
chat programs. MOOs have been the most popular to date, but they will likely be supplanted by web-based
chatting in the future. The particular interfaces of these programs tend to result in shorter, simpler sentences
than does Daedalus Interchange, which allows users to easily write longer sentences or paragraphs. MOOs
and chat seem most beneﬁcial either when there is a particular need for long-distance partners to
communicate, or as an out-of-class activity to give students additional time on task (Pinto, 1996).
Asynchronous Communication
Asynchronous communication is carried out most frequently via e-mail; other tools include bulletin boards,
newsgroups (such as on "USENET"), and web-based conferencing systems. E-mail is most direct in that
messages go directly to students' individual mailboxes. The other systems, which require students to log on
to sites to read messages lack the convenience of e-mail; they do, however, allow messages to be threaded,
thus facilitating more easy access to particular parts of long, complex discussions among many people.
E-mail and other forms of asynchronous computer-mediated communication have been used for a variety of
purposes in second language classes. Many teachers in college and university writing classes have used email discussion groups within their classes to give students opportunities for authentic writing assignments
(see, for example, a series of articles by Janda in Warschauer, 1995). Teachers at all levels, from primary to

tertiary have used long-distance e-mail exchanges to give students greater opportunities for authentic
communication (either with native speakers or with other learners of the language) and for carrying out
collaborative projects, such as comparisons of ﬁlm and literature (Soh & Soon, 1991), compilations of
folklore (Gaer, 1995), business simulations (Feldman, 1995), and survey-based research (Kendall, 1995).
Researching the uses of e-mail in the language classroom is complicated by the fact that much of the
communication takes place outside class hours and in uncontrolled conditions. At least two ethnographic
studies have attempted to describe the processes and results of using e-mail over the period of a semester.
Tella (1991; 1992a; 1992b) followed several Finnish high school classes as they carried out an exchange with
classrooms in England. He found that, compared to the ordinary English classes in Finland, these classes
became much more learner-centered, with learners' time and effort devoted to authentic reading and writing
tasks related to the authentic communication with partners in England. Warschauer (1997) looked at the use
of e-mail between a teacher and her students in a graduate ESL writing class; he found that e-mail was a
powerful medium for apprenticeship learning, with the teacher able to provide students with detailed and
rapid feedback on the immediate problems and questions that they had. This beneﬁt, though, seemed largely
due to the teachers' willingness to put a lot of time and effort into reading and responding to students' e-mail
messages, a luxury that many teachers might not have. Finally a study by Wang (1993) compared dialogue
journals written with paper and pencil (by one group of ESL students) and transmitted over e-mail (by a
second group) . She found that the e-mail group communicated more frequently, asked more questions,
responded to more questions, and used a greater variety of language functions than did the paper-and-pencil
group.
The World Wide Web
The most recent medium of computer-mediated communication used in the second language classroom is the
World Wide Web. Part library, part publishing house, part telephone, part interactive television, the Web
represents one of the most diverse and revolutionary media in human history. It is already starting to
transform academia, business, and entertainment; there seems little doubt that it will eventually have a
profound impact on education as well.
The World Wide Web can be used in a myriad of ways for language teaching. Published accounts have
discussed the use of the Web for providing linguistic exercises (e.g., Li, 1995), for accessing authentic
reading materials (e.g., Lixl-Purcell, 1995), for stimulating communicative exercises such as student
discussion of trips or vacations (Rosen, 1995), and for a medium of student publishing (Bowers, 1995).
Because of the relative newness of the Web, as well as the difﬁculty in investigating use of such a broad and
complex medium, relatively little research has been conducted. An exception is an ethnographic study by
Warschauer (1997), who examined the uses of the Web by four language and writing classes over the course
of two years. Students in all four classes published their writings and multimedia documents on the World
Wide Web. The study found that the impact of the Web-based work rested in large part on the social and
cultural relevance of the writing assignments. When students perceived they were contributed something of
value to the public arena, they put in a great deal of effort in the process and attention to the product, yielding
positive results in their learning to write in a second language. When students did not see their work as
having any particular social or cultural relevance, they showed little interest in web-based publishing and the
medium itself lent little extra legitimacy or authenticity to their writing assignments.
The Future of CALL
We can see that the use of computers have evolved tremendously in the past thirty years--from having
students work on computer-fed drills to students' long-distance communication and collaboration in authentic
research and multimedia publication. How do we see the use of computers in the language classroom in the
next 30 years? It seems to us that there are two main directions worth exploring: (1) an increased emphasis
on electronic literacy, and (2) the increased incorporation of Intelligent CALL into the classroom.
Electronic Literacies
As the developed world moves from the industrial age to the information age, economic activity and growth
is based less on the input of more labor and capital and more on the exchange and interpretation of
information and the development of knowledge (Castells, 1993; Castells, 1996). In such a society, it is safe to

assume that the ability to read, write, and communicate effectively over computer networks will be essential
for success in almost every sphere of life.
Given these circumstances, the question might become less "what is the role of informational technology in
the language classroom" and more "what is the role of the language classroom in the infornation technology
society." Preparing students to function in the networked society will become a major role language
instruction. This will most certainly be true for the English language classroom, with English likely to remain
the lingua franca of the new global society. To a lesser extent it will be true in other language classes as well,
as other cultures and languages begin to assert their presence on the Internet.
Some of our students will already have electronic literacy skills in their own languages which they can easily
transfer to the second language classroom. But, especially in ESL and EFL classes, it will likely be the case
that many of our students will have to develop new electronic literacy skills as they begin to confront for the
ﬁrst time the challenge of accessing and responding to the immense amount of English-language material
available online. The following are two areas that we believe will be essential for language teachers to
consider:
(1) Finding, evaluating, and critically interpreting net-based information. When reading print materials,
ﬁnding and evaluating sources is largely separated from the act of reading. In the "old days," students went to
the library, found some books, and read them at home--largely trusting what they read because, after all, it
was in the library. Reading on the Internet, however, is a completely different phenomenon. Even to locate
the information worthy of reading involves sophisticated skills of searching for material and evaluating it in
mid-stream (to decide, for example, whether to continue or back-track). Students themselves create their
"texts" from their own selection of materials from a variety of sources. In teaching reading, we will have to
go beyond how to decode texts, or understand them, and pay increasing attention to how to explore and
interpret the vast range of online texts.
(2) Effective online writing. Online writing to date has been principally viewed as a way to get students to
practice their writing. It is as if the "real" writing takes place in the printed essay the student hands in to their
teacher; the online writing is just a way to get practice so that students can then improve their real writing. In
the networked society, though, much if not most real writing will take place on screen. Much of business and
personal affairs get conducted over e-mail. Teachers in many schools and universities are starting to have
their students complete web-projects or other multimedia documents, rather than traditional essays. Indeed,
the paper essay may become a "marked" form in the next 10-20 years, studied principally for its historical
relevance. In response to this situation, second language teachers will need to teach students effective online
writing skills. This includes both the genres of electronic communication as well as the relationship of texts
to other media. This will represent a natural evolution of the way we view the World Wide Web. At ﬁrst,
many teachers saw the Web as a distribution vehicle for student writing; students were assigned to write
traditional print essays which were then posted on the Web. In the future, we need to think about the Web not
only a distribution vehicle, but as a medium in its own right; students will want to learn how to publish Web
pages that are ﬁtting for the multimedia environment. We will thus need to ﬁnd ways to teach our students to
combine a variety of media--texts, images, sounds, video--without diluting the attention we give to language.
Finally, before leaving the topic of the new networked society, we should mention change that the rapid
expansion of networked computing is likely to bring about. We can expect, and are already beginning to see,
increased resources devoted to Internet-based distance learning. This is especially the case in a ﬁeld such as
language teaching, where a high percentage of the programs and teachers are in certain (English-speaking)
countries, and a high percentage of the potential students live in other (non-English-speaking) countries.
While it is impossible to determine the directions that distance learning will take, it is likely that both
teachers and students will have to struggle to ensure the quality and conditions of instruction, as ﬁerce
competition will unfortunately but undoubtedly arise in the effort by educational institutions to reach the
largest number of new students at the lowest possible cost.
Go to the second half of this article

